Index
abbreviations/acronyms
in abstracts, 103
articles, use of with, 13
in article titles, 11
for countries (US/UK), 12
defining nonstandard at first use, 11
in figure captions, 12
in headings, 12
journal, 150–152
in keywords, 104
for military rank, 12–13
for month, day, year, 15
for non-English name of organization, 11
nonstandard used once, 11
use of in references, 64
singular vs. plural, 13
standard vs. nonstandard, 111
starting sentences with, 11
in tables, 13
as units of measure, 14–15
See also List of Abbreviations and
Acronyms
abstract, 103–104
use of abbreviations in, 103
acknowledgments, 16
See also article sections
acronyms. See abbreviations/acronyms
active voice, 110
additional resources (style, spelling, etc.), 10
algorithms
formatting of, 41
See also computer code (programs)
appendixes, 17
inclusion of questionnaires in, 17
numbering of figures and tables in, 17
titles of, 17
See also article sections
articles, use of with abbreviations, 13
article sections
order of, 18
Publisher's Note, 18
article titles
use of abbreviations in, 11

formatting, 97–98
asterisks, used as mathematical characters,
41–42
asymptote character (~), 60
author information
affiliations, 101
byline, 98–99
footnotes, 100
initials, 11
surnames, capitalization of, 19
temporary address, 102
author queries
ambiguous compound phrases, 34
ambiguous fractions, 46
copyright and permissions, 24
figure quality, 29
missing references, 65
missing tables, 87
revised figure(s), 26
for revised title, 31
subscript “0” or “o”, 55
for uncited figure(s), 28
back matter. See Guidelines for Front and
Back Matter
bias-free language, 108–109
bold font, use of in mathematics, 49–50
books, reference format for, 72–73
building codes and provisions, reference
format for, 73–74
bulleted lists
formatting of, 38
within numbered lists, 38
capitalization, 19–20
author surnames, 19
designators, 19
species names, 19
titles and headings, 19
captions. See figure captions; table captions
chemical formulas, 95–96
chemistry terms, 96
citing references
in abstract, 103–104
in text, figures, tables, 27, 65–70, 92
See also references

city names, 236–237
closed-up spaces, use of, 48–49
colon
use of in numbered list, 39
use of preceding displayed equation, 47
use of in ratios, 62
colons, use of with ratios, 62
colors
denoting figures to be printed in, 25
referring to in figures, 25
commas
to offset day and year, 62
serial, 62
use of with large numbers, 58, 62
compound modifiers, use of hyphens in, 33
computer code (programs), 43
See also algorithms
conferences, reference format for, 74
conjunctions, use of series of numbers, 60
conversion factors, 234
copyright and permissions, 21–24
author responsibilities, 21
credit line for, 23–24, 28, 91, 92
for figures, 22–23
general information, 21–22
for material from website, 22
public domain, 22
querying author for, 24
for tables, 92
corresponding author (title page), 100
countries (US/UK), abbreviations for, 12
credit lines (copyright and permissions),
23–24, 28, 91, 92
curly braces, 44
See also fences
customary units, U.S., 15
See also List of Abbreviations and
Acronyms
databases, reference format for, 74
dates, use of numbers to denote, 60
deceased author (title page), 101
decimals, formatting of, 43
designations, professional, 98–99
designators, capitalization of, 19
displayed equations, 45–46

punctuation before, 47
DOI number, 104
electronic materials, reference format for,
74–75
ellipses
use of in mathematical equations, 43–44
use of with direct quotes, 63
e-mail address (title page), 101
em dash, in empty table cells, 62
em quad (em space), use of in mathematical
composition, 49
en dash
to denote numerical ranges, 34, 58–59,
62
open compounds connected with, 34, 62
engineering terms. See List of Engineering
Terms
“E” notation, 43, 91
equations. See mathematical equations
Federal Register, reference format for, 75
fences
in mathematical equations, 44–45
in parenthetical remarks, 62
in text, 62
figure captions
abbreviations, use of in, 12
equations, referring to in, 26
formatting of, 25
formatting part labels in, 26
part label descriptions in, 27
reference citations, use of in, 27, 65
symbols, use of in, 27
figures, 25–29
in appendixes, 17
citing in the text, 27–28
copyright and permissions for, 22–23
head shots as, 25
marking to be printed in color, 25
multipart/multipage, 26
permissions for, 28
quality of, author query for, 29
referring to colors in, 25
uncited, author query for, 28
first-person language, 107

fonts, special, for mathematical characters,
49–54
footnotes and endnotes, 30
author footnotes (title page), 99–100
in tables, 90–91
foreign (Latin) phrases, hyphens in, 33
fractions
formatting of ambiguous, 46
slashed/stacked in mathematical
equations, 46–47
spelling out vs. numerals, 58
front matter. See Guidelines for ASCE Front
and Back Matter
functions/operators. See mathematical
functions/operators

citing page number or part of reference,
67
in figure captions, 27
format for same author name/year, 67
format for standards, 68
missing, querying the author for, 65
self-referencing, 67
See also reference list
italics
general, 109–110
use of in headings, 31
use of in mathematics, 49–50, 53–54

gender-neutral language, 108–109
government publications, reference format
for, 75
graphic elements, in tables, 91

keywords, 104

headings
abbreviations in, 12
use of articles in, 31
capitalization of, 19–20
use of italics in, 31
levels of, 31–32
table, 88
head shots, 25
Helvetica font, use of with mathematical
notation, 53
highlighting/shading, in tables, 91
hyphens, 33–37
in algorithms, 41
as ambiguous characters, 41
in “century” compounds, 33
in compound modifiers, 33
in foreign (Latin) phrases, 33
in numerical ranges, 34
with prefixes, 35–37
with suffixes, 37
with units of measure, 34
in-text citations, 65–70, 92
use of abbreviations in, 64
use of in abstracts, 103–104

journal abbreviations, 150–152
journal articles, reference format for, 75–79

legal documents, reference format for,
79–80
lists. See bulleted lists; numbered lists
logs, substitutions for, 47
manufacturer information
citing, 40
use of trademarks with, 40
maps, reference format for, 79–80
mathematical characters
use of asterisks as, 41–42
correct selection with ambiguous, 41
special fonts and typefaces for, 49–54
summation and product, 55
mathematical equations
citing in text, 42
displayed, 45–46
explaining variables in, 44
use of fences in, 44–45
formatting of fractions in, 45–47
formatting of related, 48
referring to in figure captions, 26
use of in tables, 91–92
mathematical functions/operators, list of,
50–53
mathematical variables
explanatory text for, 44
use of italics with, 49–50, 53–54

use of script characters as, 54
stacking and slashing, 46
matrices, formatting of, 45, 49–50, 54
military rank, abbreviations for, 12–13
minus sign, as ambiguous character, 41
misused words and phrases, 106–107
monetary expressions, formatting of, 58
multipart/multipage figures, 26
multipart tables, 92
“naked” lists, 38
newspaper articles, reference format for, 80
nonauthor references, formatting of, 66
nonstandard abbreviations
in article titles, 11
defined at first use, 11
in figure captions, 12
in headings, 12
in tables, 13
used only once, 11
notation list
example of, 56–57
formatting of, 56–57
placement of, 18
numbered lists
bulleted lists within, 38
use of colon in, 39
formatting of, 38
run in with the text (run-in list), 38–39
stacked, 39
numbers, 58–61
in a series, 60
use of comma with large, 58
use of decimals with, 43
to denote time and dates, 60
formatting fractions as, 58
monetary expressions as, 58
vs. spelling out, 58, 59
numerical ranges, use of en dash to denote,
34, 59–60
open compounds, connected with en dash,
34
organizations, defining abbreviations for
non-English, 11

parentheses
use of in stacked fractions, 47
use of in the text, 62
See also fences
parenthetical remarks, formatting of, 62
part labels
citing in the text, 28
formatting, 26–27
passive voice, 110
patents, reference format for, 80
permissions. See copyright and permissions
personal communications, reference format
for, 80
personal names and particles, 110
photographs, copyright and permissions for,
22–23
placeholders, 110
prefixes
use of hyphens with, 35–37
See also List of Engineering Terms
presented papers, reference format for, 81
proceedings, reference format for, 81–82
product names
formatting of, 40
See also List of Engineering Terms;
trademark symbols; US Patent and
Trademark Office
professional designations, 98–99
province names, 236–237
public domain. See copyright and
permissions
Publisher's Note, 18
punctuation, 62–63
before displayed equation, 47
See also specific punctuation mark
(colon, comma, etc.)
quad spaces, use of in mathematical
composition, 49
queries. See author queries
questionnaires, inclusion in appendixes, 17
quotation marks, 62–63
radical sign, formatting of, 48
ranges, numerical. See numerical ranges
reference list

formatting of, 71–84
See also in-text citations
related equations, formatting of, 48
reports, reference format for, 82
retired author, 102
roman type, use of in mathematics, 49–50,
54
run-in lists
formatting of, 38–39
See also numbered lists
sample tables, 93–94
script characters, use of as mathematical
variables, 54
semicolons, uses of, 63
sentence case, 65, 90, 104, 105
singular vs. plural abbreviations, 13
SI prefixes, 235
SI units, 15
use of scientific notation with, 15
See also SI Units
slashed fractions, 46–47, 88
software packages, reference format for,
82–83
spaces
use of in mathematical composition,
48–49
See also quad spaces; em quad; two-em
quad
species names, capitalization of, 19
spelling, 85
See also List of Engineering Terms
square brackets, 44
See also fences
stacked fractions, 46–47
use of parentheses with, 47
stacked (numbered) lists, 39
standard abbreviations
in article titles, 11
defining, 11
in figure captions, 12
in headings, 12
in tables, 13
standards, reference format for, 83
state names, 236–237
straddle headings, in tables, 89

submitted/approved/published note, 103
subscripts, formatting of, 54–55
suffixes, use of hyphens with, 37
summation and product, 55
superscripts
formatting of, 54–55
slashing of stacked, 47, 55
supplemental data
citing in the text, 86
placement in manuscript, 86
submission requirements for, 86
surnames, author, capitalization of, 19
symbols
use of in figure captions, 27
in tables, 89
vs. spelling out, 55
symposiums, reference format for, 83
table captions, 88
tables, 87–94
use of abbreviations in, 13
alignment of values, 88
appendixes in, 17
captions for, 88
citing in the text, 87
citing references in, 92
column headings for, 90
copyright and permissions for, 22–23, 92
use of em dash in empty cells, 62
use of equations in, 91–92
footnotes, 90–91
formatting of fractions in, 88
graphic elements in, 91
highlighting/shading in, 91
multipart, 92
numbering of, 87
repeated information in, 92
use of rules in, 88
sample tables, 93–94
straddle headings in, 89
symbols and units of measure in, 89
uncited, querying author for, 87
table titles, 88
tense (verb), 110
tensors, formatting of, 45, 49–50, 54
terminology, 95–96

territory names, 236–237
theses and dissertations, reference format
for, 83–84
time, use of numbers to denote, 60
title case
in affiliations, 242–243
in tables, 88
for titles/headings, 19, 31, 32
title page
author affiliations, 101
author byline, 98–99
author footnotes, 99–100
components of, 97
corresponding author, 100
deceased author, 101
e-mail address, 101
retired author, 102
temporary address, 102
title format, 97–98
titles
of appendixes, 17
author query for revised, 31
capitalization of, 19–20
table (captions), 88
trademarks, 40
See also product names; U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office
translated works, reference format for, 84
two-em quad (two-em space), use of in
mathematical composition, 49
typefaces, for mathematical characters,
49–54
UK. See United Kingdom
United Kingdom
abbreviating, 12
See also author footnotes
United States
abbreviating, 12
See also author footnotes
units and symbols, 61, 89
units of measure
abbreviations as, 14–15
use of hyphens with, 34
in tables, 89
See also units and symbols

unpublished material, reference format for,
84
US. See United States
usage
commonly misused words and phrases,
106–107
first-person language, 107
gender-neutral and bias-free, 108–109
italics, 109–110
personal names and particles, 110
placeholders, 110
tense, 110
verbs, 110
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(http://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/proc
ess/search/), 40
vectors, formatting of, 45, 49–50, 54
verbs, 110
websites, copyright and permissions for,
22–23

